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OXO Compost Sealer

Winter 2016, Junior Year
Group Project - Studio
5 Weeks

Prompt: Design a product for OXO that makes the disposal of organic waste 
or compost less of a chore.

Project 1
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Problems with Existing Products

Pros

Rotting food is smelly & unsightly. Leaving rotting food in a kitchen 
is offputting.

Compostable bags are notorious 
for being flimsy.

Without bags, filth builds on the 
bottom of the bin.

Fruit flies are attracted by the 
smell.

Requires a backyard. Raccoons are attracted by the 
smell.

Indoors Outdoors

Large compost bins need to be 
turned, which is physically taxing.

Transporting compost means 
heavy lifting.

After interviewing users, we narrowed down the common 
problems facing composters.
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Outdoors

Early Ideation

We focused on the problems plaguing indoor compost bins.

Goals:

Though our ideas were effective at tackling specific problems, none tackled all of the core issues.

Reduce smell Hide compost 
from view

Easy to take out/
empty 

(in city compost bin)
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Final Idea: Compost Sealer

Organic waste gets put in 
machine

Waste is sealed in com-
postable container

Automatic cup sealer

Compostable containers

Sealed container has no smell/ 
is sturdy enough to be carried 

easily

Modular containers

Inspiration
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Form Ideation We designed our product to fit into the “OXO On” sub-brand of OXO.

Ergonomic handle Embossed logo Rounded corners Simple interfaceBrushed steel and black plasticSleek form

Photoshop renderings
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Final Form
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How It Works

1. Place compostable insert in sealer. 2. Put organic waste inside. 3. Once insert is full, place compostable 
lid on insert.

4. Close the sealer. 5. Press OXO button to start sealing 
process.

6. Remove sealed insert. Now ready for
desired compost method.

A sticker-like material under the flaps on the lid al-
lows them to stack together, so several units can 
be carried easily.
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Giraffe Cord Holder

Winter 2016, Junior Year
Solo Project
1 Week

Prompt: Design an item to manage ear-bud cords that is attractive when in 
use and when not.

Project 3
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Ideation
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Final Design Ear-buds rest in two holes on the top of the giraffe’s 
head, and the cord is strung around the body.
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Hyperloop Interior

Winter 2017, Senior Year
Group Project - Independent
6 Weeks

Prompt: Collaborating with the UW Hyperloop Engineering team, visualize 
the interior of the proposed new mode of transportation.
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Hyperloop

Our Goals

a proposed new form of mass transit

driven by magnetic propulsion through 
a near vaccum tube

able to travel at 800mph

Our design team, composed of 5 students from three design majros, joined 
the engineering students on the UW Hyperloop Team in fall of 2016 to 
design the interior of the pod.

Luxury Innovation Connection

In 2015, a team of University of Washington Engineering students entered a 
year long competition hosted by Space X to design a Hyperloop pod. 

Our goal was to create an engaging travel experience that would set the 
UW Hyperloop Team’s contest entry apart.

The engineering team’s expectations for the interior were:

Hyperloop is...

Facilitate socializa-
tion and emphasize 
each destination.

Utilize new technol-
ogy to improve 
traveler experience

Create a space for 
leisure and comfort.

Image from UW Hyperloop Promotional Material
hyperloop.io
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Reasearch: User Interviews

In order to get a better idea of how public transportation could be improved, 
we interviewed frequent mass transit users, including those who rode bus-
es, trains, and planes on a regular basis. 

From these conversations, we refined our goals down to the following:

Flexibility

Privacy Comfort

Enjoyment

Convenience

Productivity

The space should be easy to 
navigate, and any features 
easy to use.

More than just comfortable 
seats, the environment should 
also exude comfort.

Napping or working in private 
can be difficult onboard public 
trasnportation.

A wide variety of people use 
public transport, and the space 
should be flexible enough to 
accomdate many different 
people.

Many said they used their 
morning and evening commute 
to get some work done.

Travel doesn’t need to be a 
chore.
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Initial Ideas

Several of our early iterations focused on 
sectioning the chairs into smaller areas. 
Though this was great for privacy, it also 
made it harder for groups to interact and sit 
together.

Because the Hyperloop pod has to travel 
through a steel tube, windows are not a 
possibility. In this version, we added digital 
wall displays that simulate the view from a 
window.

Some designs focused more on comfort and 
aesthetic, and not enough on enhancing 
other important areas of the travel 
experience, like privacy or enjoyability.

In this version, the chairs swivel to allow 
travels to choose privacy or to interact with a 
larger group.

In an effort to accommodate each rider’s 
needs, the chairs in this version can move 
easily around the space, and partitions 
create further privacy.

Though this solution is very adjustable, it’s 
also a little complicated and may be 
burdensome to some travellers.
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Refinement
By combining some of the features we liked from 
previous iterations of our design, we created a 
comfortable space with window-like interactive 
displays to make the trip more lively and personal.

From there, we experiemented with size, shape and 
the finer details of the interior.
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Final Design
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Final Design
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Final Design

Connection & Flexibility Innovative & Enjoyable Convienient & Comfortable

The swiveling chairs make the space flexible 
to accommodate various groups of riders. 
Riders can have a meeting, enjoy a casual 
conversation with friends, or create a private 
space to relax.

The digital window displays simulate the 
landscape outside, giving travellers a 
picturesque view to enjoy. Interacting with 
the display lets users see travel time, 
weather, and information about their 
destination.

Storage by the enterance of the pod as well 
as under the seat provides safe and easy 
places to safely house luggage. The chairs 
are designed for comfort and luxury.
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Skills 

Photoshop, Illustrator
Solidworks, Rhino, Keyshot
Sketching
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2D Rendering Water bottle design using Photoshop and Illustrator.
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2D Rendering Ideation for a child’s wearable device.
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3D Rendering Child’s wearable and charger design using Solidworks and Keyshot.
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Sketching Additional compost ideas.
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Sketching Shoe design sketches


